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Author's response to reviews:

We are very grateful to the comments of the reviewer and their extensive previous round of suggestions that have helped to improve our manuscript.

Please find attached our manuscript with the latest changes. In addition to the typographical comments suggested by the reviewer, all of which were made, we amended an additional sentence (line 233) to improve its clarity.

Specific changes:
line 95: typo: technical jargon is "avoid" = avoided?
done

line 97: typo: to allow the user concentrate= to concentrate
done

line 110: is this "processed" series or "processes" series?
we changed this to "processed data" since it concerns a time series of data

line 285: instrumental in helping "processes" epidemiological data= process
done

line288: "but which are largely" omit which
done

line 305: But others stem from our reluctance= do you mean "stem"?
done

There appears to be a duplicate in the reference section, number 10. and 32. are both "Spatio-temporal patterns of diarrhoeal mortality in Mexico" (Alonso).
Corrected